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Do you think museums can be relevant in contemporary social agendas andDo you think museums can be relevant in contemporary social agendas andDo you think museums can be relevant in contemporary social agendas and
pressing issues, providing information, perspective, trauma improvement andpressing issues, providing information, perspective, trauma improvement andpressing issues, providing information, perspective, trauma improvement and

political standing?political standing?political standing?
We used to believe that people determined their own lives. We were in control,We used to believe that people determined their own lives. We were in control,We used to believe that people determined their own lives. We were in control,

commanding our futures, choosing our love, picking professions, and responsiblecommanding our futures, choosing our love, picking professions, and responsiblecommanding our futures, choosing our love, picking professions, and responsible
for the decisions shaping our lives. And yet, there is one force more powerful thanfor the decisions shaping our lives. And yet, there is one force more powerful thanfor the decisions shaping our lives. And yet, there is one force more powerful than

free will, Our Unconscious. Underneath the suits, behind closed doors, we're allfree will, Our Unconscious. Underneath the suits, behind closed doors, we're allfree will, Our Unconscious. Underneath the suits, behind closed doors, we're all
ruled by the same desires. And those desires can be raw and dark and deeplyruled by the same desires. And those desires can be raw and dark and deeplyruled by the same desires. And those desires can be raw and dark and deeply

shameful. The more you watch someone, the more you realize we are never reallyshameful. The more you watch someone, the more you realize we are never reallyshameful. The more you watch someone, the more you realize we are never really
who we say we are.who we say we are.who we say we are.

But, Who are you? What you feel, what you sense and much more worth exploringBut, Who are you? What you feel, what you sense and much more worth exploringBut, Who are you? What you feel, what you sense and much more worth exploring
in this GAME.in this GAME.in this GAME.
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Museum of Mistaken Emotions

Unlock the three doors to a simple, profound question. 
Doors are not longer Space Blocker. The Door enables connection with 
your true self. Who are we? And what is our fit for purpose in life?
The MUME game takes you through four doors on a journey of personal
discovery. It is the reunion of the consciousness and the unconscious to
understand that what happens to us in life is not only fate.
Each door represents a crossing threshold like in the hero's journey, a call
 for an adventure, leaving your comfort zone to discover yourself at the 
time you support the journey of others. Play it now if you dare!
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Museum of Mistaken Emotions

Go into your journey and Play the Game.
Know yourself.
The MUME has three Manifesto doors that represent each game level.
You are allowed to play at any level you wish; not necessary to play
the game levels in order. Moreover, you do not need to play all the art
pieces, but the more you play, the more you discover yourself and
help others to discover themselves.
That is a win-win contribution.
Most quotes of the MANIFESTO are interactive, sometimes pose a
question, and require your insight.
The GAME is about you giving your insights to the MUSEUM. Your
senses (contribution) become art pieces and will be published in the
museum. You become an artist in residence, an overall sensing
community feeling.
You can contribute with a short story, including an image, a link, or
anything you think makes sense.
A dialogue box is opened when you click on the interactive art posing
a question. Just write, and publish a photo if you wish. No different
from what you do on any social media.
Registration is anonymous when you register and contribute with your
answers.
The system will send you a registered Open Digital Badge certificate
as an Artist in Residence of the MUME. That is your first reward. The
second one is the caring help you provide other players with your
insights to discover they are not alone in their walk of life.
Please support us in valuing the Human Cultural Heritage Emotions
and experiences and keep playing.
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